32" Dia. Leaching Pit

Pit Section Open top and Open Bottom With Cover Options Below

And if you need something a little smaller... $51.00
22P (Open Bottom & Top) is 22"OD/18"ID 16"Overall Height Approximately 75 lbs

OPTIONAL Concrete Cover: 20-1/2" Cleanout Cover $45.00
OPTIONAL Cast Iron: 18C & 18G (See Below) $97.00

Pit With Cover Cast IN
Top and sides are one piece
Open bottom

$128.00

32P (Cover Cast) is 32"OD/26"ID 39" Overall Height
Two (2) 4" Knockouts
31" Invert to 4"Knockout(s)
Approximately 1,000 lbs

Optional Cast Iron Cover Or Grate

18C is Cast Iron Frame & Cover $97.00
18G is Cast Iron Frame & Grate

Optional Concrete Cover Solid SKU 32C

$50.00

Also Available: 32CH20 32"Dia 6"Thick H2O Solid Cover $85.00

Optional Concrete cover With Clean Out Cover SKU 32CC

$55.00

Optional Cast Iron Cover Or Grate SKU 24C
is Cast Iron Frame & Cover $160.00
SKU 24G
is Cast Iron Frame & Grate

Also Available: 244GG 24" x 4" H2O Round Frame & Grate $242.00

Notes:
1. Concrete 4,000 PSI Minimum After 28 Days
2. Cement ,Portland Type I or III, ASTM C150-81
3. Admixtures, ASTM C233-82
4. Reinforcement ASTM A615
5. Non Traffic Load
6. Joints Sealed With Butyl Rubber
32" DIA. MINI CB AND RISER SECTIONS
32"OD/26"ID 2'2" Overall Ht Mini Catch Basin $150.00/each
32"OD/26"ID 3'2" Overall Ht Mini Catch Basin $175.00/each

Also available in 38" Height
Approximate Gallons 82.5 Capacity
Knock outs available as required

2.29 Gallons per inch approximate
27.5 per foot

Optional Cast Iron Cover Or Grate
Optional Concrete cover With Clean Out Cover
Optional Concrete Cover Solid

Notes:
1. Concrete 4,000 PSI Minimum After 28 Days
2. Cement :Portland Type I or III. ASTM C150-81
3. Admixtures, ASTM C233-82
4. Reinforcement ASTM A615
5. Non Traffic Load
6. Joints Sealed With Butyl Rubber

Optional Cast Iron Cover Or Grate
Optional Concrete cover With Clean Out Cover
Optional Concrete Cover Solid

24"Dia 3"Ht Medium Duty Cast Iron Frame & Cover/Grate $160.00
24"Dia 4"Ht H20 Cast Iron Frame & Cover $224.00
24"Dia 4"Ht H20 Cast Iron Frame & Round Grate $242.00
32"OD Solid Concrete Cover $50.00
32"OD Concrete Cleanout Cover $55.00